
‘Theme: Fold’
The designer is encouraged to engage with ‘the transformation of the flat 
surface’ through folding, to emerge as a sculptural WearableArt™ garment. 
Folding can be used to design forms from hard or soft materials. Bend, 
crease, crimp, crinkle, drape, groove, layer, loop, overlap, plait, pleat, ply, 
pucker and wrinkle. Prize pool: $8,000. The winner will also receive an XT 
enabled BlackBerry Bold device courtesy of Gen-i. 

Creative Exc≤lence Se±ion

Second Skin,  
Hayley May & Fiona  
Christie, Wellington
As the reptile sheds its skin, 
it lifts & becomes translucent 
making way for the second 
skin.
Lycra, tulle, nylon, sheepskin

Belljar,  
Alice Eaton, New Plymouth
A delicate sculpture, comforting 
not oppressive.
Tulle, plastic, paper, cotton

Kalahari,  
Julie Brawley, Ashburton
The extreme landscape of the 
Kalahari Desert, formed by the 
wind into a state of beauty & 
sculptured surfaces.
Satin, interfacing

Iced Sherbert,  
Diana Parkes, Lower Hutt
Snow & ice covered mountains 
on a crisp sunny morning.
Fabric, tulle, sequins, beads

Möbius - A Twist On The Fold,  
Ali Middleton, Wellington
The intriguing form of the 
Möbius twist – a single closed 
continuous curve with only 
one boundary, fashioning an 
infinite fold.
Paper, clear PVC

The Origami Blossom, 
Mitsuko Makino, Japan
An image of origami blossoms 
on the human body.
Paper, fabric, cotton, net, cord

4th Dimension,  
Francesca Zagari, United 
Kingdom
The 3D diamond shape curves 
in 2 directions like a ‘saddle’, 
the shape in which space itself 
appears to fold.
Rip-stop nylon, piano wire

Fantale,  
Christine Heaney, Napier
Concealing a hidden language, 
the fan’s position, movement & 
fold was used as an early means 
of silent communication signal-
ling passion, desire & intent.
Curtains, cardboard

Ei - Ffel In Love In Paris, 
Lisa Holmes, Wellington
A dazzling facade, masking 
true identity, reflecting the 
construction of the Eiffel Tower 
as a ‘veil’ to conceal political 
flaws.
Flooring vinyl, rope, fibre optic 
lights

Screen Play, Amy Jean Boebel 
& Sue Hobby, United States
This common, everyday material, 
translucent yet sturdy, transforms 
into unexpected shapes that 
could be in ancient Egypt,  
Hollywood or planet Mars.
Aluminium screen, monofilament

Couture Attire,  
Drew Kleiner, United States
Inspired by lines, ripples & 
folds.
Bike tyre tubes

Spiralling Step,  
Emily Pierdinock-Hagen, 
United States
Steps twisting, folding,  
spiralling, around the body.
Cotton broadcloth, paint, 
stretch knit, wooden skewers
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Opera Diva,  
Sadhana Peterson, Australia
The Sydney Opera House 
incorporating Wagner, anti-war 
graffiti, Utzon’s architecture & the 
Aboriginal site: Bennelong Point. 
Muslin, buckram, violin 
strings, handmade paper, silk

Madame Mathews As 
Marksheet Monster,  
Ankur Kaushik, India
A representation of the trauma 
of formal education & the 
monster I used to see in my 
marksheet.
Polypropylene

‘Queen Adelaide’, Emma Whiteside, Wellington

Möbius Strip,  
Mary Turner, Nelson
An exploration of half twists 
based on a möbius strip.
Venetian blind slats, plastic 
rod, fabric

3D Utopia,  
K.B. Prashant Nair, India
Inspired by futuristic buildings.
Paper, mount boards

Guided Flight,  
Susanne Williamson, 
Nelson
As the spirit leaves the body at 
the time of death, the Guardian 
Bird protects the spirit on its 
flight from this world to the next.
Silk, cotton

Scale Away,  
Cindy Curtain, Christchurch
They leap, fighting the raging 
river of blue, travelling the 
opposite direction. Fearless as 
they complete their journey, to 
where it all began.
Strapping tape
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Queen Adelaide, Emma 
Whiteside, Wellington
Remnants of a forgotten 
New Zealand industry are 
reflected in the splendour of a 
unique queen, honoured in a 
shimmering burst of light.
Automotive radiator copper, 
fabric, aluminium

Solar Flare,  
Rebecca Wendlandt,  
United States
An Art Deco interpretation of 
the energy & brightness of 
the sun creates high society 
fashion.
Lamé, silk, organza, interfacing

A Secret Wish,  
Nicky Dyer, Wellington
A Senbazuru (1000 folded 
cranes) is said to grant your 
greatest wish.
1000 origami cranes folded in 
calico, wire netting, hoops

Basket Case,  
Susan Holmes, Auckland
The disintegration of a fragile 
sense of grace & beauty.
Hand dyed nylon knit, 
recycled basket

Stumbling Block,  
Samantha Murray, 
Wellington
A transformation based on 
pixels, representing the idea that 
matter is constantly transformed 
but never created or destroyed.
Polystyrene, digitally printed 
fabric

Paper Dollies  
Botanical Frolic,  
Sue Prescott, Wellington
Inspired by visual rhythm, folding 
of many kinds, paper chain dolls 
& the urge to decorate.
Felt, cotton, ripstop nylon, 
boning, satin

Firebird,  
Susan Holmes, Auckland
Stravinsky’s music combined 
with the exotic displays of birds 
of paradise.
Hand dyed stretch nylon, 
sticks

The Fold Of Light,  
Kim Kui Tang, Hong Kong
Internal reflections of light give 
a light emitting effect.
PVC

Hard Pressed to Please, 
Lyndal Linton, Wellington
Inspired by a glamorous image 
of a 1950’s housewife, while 
I’m up to my neck in washing!
Fabric, foam, old lace

Ruber Atrus,  
Jackie Stoddard,  
Bay of Islands
Red & black are a favourite 
combination.
Cardboard, laminate, rivets, 
chain

Behind Closed Doors, 
Kathryn Preston & Angie 
Robinson, Christchurch
The vibrant, beautiful woman, 
often hidden behind the façade 
of society’s expectation to be 
the perfect mother and/or wife.
1900 Formica samples, fishing 
line, glue

     “It’s the most important event  
                            I have seen in years.   
                 I am always looking for something new, 
and felt I was witnessing the phoenix rise  
                 from the flames of fashion, in the 
          creativity and energy that is WOW®.”
Simon Ungless, Director of Fashion from the  
Academy of Art University San Francisco, USA.
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